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Abstract
It's very important to reward the contributive users of online
forums, for that almost all contents are provided by users in such
forums. There should be some rewards for contributive users,
and rewards should be proportional to the contributions. So the
determination and measurement of user contributions are needed
in online forums. At the same time, some users may do some
fake contributions to obtain more rewards. In this paper, we
analyzed possible frauds in online forum, examined features of
each kind of fraud, and proposed some fraud-tolerant parameters
according the features of frauds. Results of our experiment show
that almost 81% users in the examined online forum have
fraudulent activities and pure advertising users can be discovered
according to the fraud-tolerant parameters we considered. On the
other hand, the experiment results also show that the biggest
count of fraud type detected is with the parameter minimum
intervals of posts from the same users, and followed by the
parameter minimum length of posts. While minimum average
rate value of post after specified rates is the parameter that was
used for least times. Based on the idea of this paper, frauds of
user contributions could be discriminated well, and user
contributions can be measured quantitatively and fraud-tolerantly,
which provides a basis for online forums to reward users in
various ways.
Keywords: contribution measurement, fraud immunity, online
forum.

1. Introduction
Success of an online forum depends on two key aspects:
the forum infrastructure and the contents. The contents are
all provided by forum users. To encourage users to
provide more valuable contributions, the forums usually
give some rewards to their contributive users.
A good contribution-reward mechanism can motivate
users to provide more valuable contents. Obviously, the
rewards should be proportional to the contributions. But
currently most forums do not possess a good approach to
measure the contributions of their users. On the other hand,

some users do some fake contributions to cheat more
rewards. How to discriminate the fraud from contributions
is another problem.
The purpose of this paper is to model user contributions
with some features of user actions, measure user
contributions in a quantitative way, and provide a basis for
online forums to award their users in various ways.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2
describes some existing technologies of measuring and
motivating user contributions in different environments.
Section 3 lists the possible frauds in online forums.
Section 4 gives the fraud-tolerant parameters according to
each feature of frauds, and then describes the fraudtolerant user contributions measurement method. Section 5
describes a user contribution measuring experiment and its
results. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Works
Some researches have been done about user contribution
motivation and measurement.
Cheng [1] introduced hierarchical membership levels
(gold, silver and bronze) to motivate user contributions in
P2P communities, and five contribution relevant factors
are used to measure user contributions.
Abtoy [2] proposed a model that supports monitoring the
quality of content according to its life on the Web. The
model emphasized on the prioritizing information and
users both.
One simple way of measuring user contribution is
allowing users to rate the quality of contents provided by
other users. A similar method is a member-controlled
reward mechanism, that is, users who posted questions
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Table 1: Fraud Types in Online Forums

could rate the quality of other users' answers [3].
Klamma [4] evaluated user contributions with 5 factors
such as postings, replies to posts, post ratings, replies to
their posts and post ratings received. Chai [5] proposed a
model of user contributions measurement with 16 factors,
and user contribution score are calculated by summing up
the values of 16 factors with different weights individually.
This method didn't consider the possible frauds, and a user
with many junk posts or advertisement posts may be
considered more contributive.
Shi [6] studied the patterns of user participation behavior,
and the feature factors that influence such behavior on
different forum datasets, found that users' community
joining behaviors display some strong regularities, built
social selection models, Bipartite Markov Random Field
(BiMRF), quantitatively evaluated the prediction
performance of those feature factors and their
relationships, and showed that we show that some features
carry supplementary information, and the effectiveness of
different features vary in different forums.
Wikipedia is a website in which all contents are provided
and edited by users from the whole world voluntarily.
Adler [7] considered the problem of measuring user
contributions to versioned, collaborative bodies of
information, such as wikis, considered and compared
various alternative criteria that take into account the
quality of a contribution, in addition to the quantity, and
analyze how the criteria differ in the way they rank
authors according to their contributions, proposed to adopt
total edit longevity as a measure of author contribution.
Edit longevity is resistant to simple attacks, since edits are
counted towards an author’s contribution only if other
authors accept the contribution.

3. Possible Frauds in Forums
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Code

Fraud Types

T1

Junk posts

T2

Advertisement posts

T3

Advertisement messages

T4

Dummy replies

T5

Dummy rates

Short length: Most junk posts are created by users who
just pursued the counts he posted, are always very short
and even zero length.
Short interval: Junk posts by the same user are usually
posted with short intervals so as to achieve a large number
of posts in short time.
Few views, few replies: Because of the useless of junk
posts, they can't incur others users' interest and obtain few
view.
Low rated or Judging replies: As to such junk posts,
common users surely rated them low or give judging
replies such as "junk", "useless", and so on.

3.2 Advertisement posts
Some users join forums in order to post advertisements.
Such posts are similar to junk posts: they have show
interval, few views and replies and are low rated.
Short interval in different subforums: To achieve as
many viewers as possible, the advertiser users usually post
their advertisements in several even all subforums. The
advertisements are prepared well, and just copied and
pasted when posting, and the post interval is short in many
cases.

In some online forum, many particular actions of users,
such as postings and replies to posts, are considered as
contribution. In order to be rewarded as contributive ones
or for other purposes, some users may posts as many
topics as possible, even useless topics. Table 1 lists some
fraud types of fraud usually occurred.

Not empty and the same contents: Advertisement posts
are usually copied and pasted using a prepared template,
so they are not empty and have the same contents.

3.1 Junk posts

Low rated or Judging replies: Advertisement posts
usually are low rated and even receive some replies that
give some advertising judgments.

Junk posts are useless and have no contribution to a forum,
which is interesting to few users. In worst case, junk posts
may makes users leave the forum if where is full of junk
posts. Junk posts have some common features as follows.

Few views, few replies: Few users are fascinated by
advertisement posts and give replies.

3.3 Advertisement messages
Users can send personal messages to other users in most
forums. Sending messages means user's active level and is
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also considered as a feature of user contribution. Some
advertisement users do not post advertisements in forum,
but send advertisements as personal message to other users.
Such messages can be featured as following.
Sent to many users: Advertisement messages are usually
sent to as many users as possible to achieve more viewers.
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Table 2: Common Features
Code

Name

Weight

F1

# of posts created by a user

1

F2

# of voting polls created by a user

4

F3

# of votes cast by a user

1

F4

# of questions asked by a user

Short interval: The advertiser users tend to send
advertisement messages with short intervals.

F5

# of questions answered by a user

F6

# of topics created by a user

Not empty and the same contents: A advertisement sent
to many users is not empty and with the same content.

F7

# of sticky topics created by a user

4

F8

# of topics that the user has provided the first
reply

2

3.4 Dummy replies

F9

# of responses received user topics

1.5

F10

# of views received for user topics

0.1

F11

# of personal messages sent

0.1

F12

# of personal messages received

0.2

F13

# of topic update notifications

0.1

F14

# of board update notifications

0.1

F15

# of quality posts created

3

F16

Frequency of user posts

3

To achieve more user contribution score or pretend not to
be a junk or advertisement post, a user may forge some
dummy replies to a topic he/she posted. These dummy
replies may be produced by the same account, other
accounts of the same user or accounts of the user's friends.
Dummy replies can not be distinguished easily.
Dummy replies can be featured as many replies from a
few users (may including topic owner). When a user want
to forge replies, only few dummy replies is useless to
forge contribution. So the amount of dummy replies of a
topic is usually not a small number. But the involved user
accounts are from few users.

3.5 Dummy rates
To influence the rate result, a user may also forge dummy
rates, while which can be identified as a very few rates
deviate from dominate rates if there are many rates.

4. User Contribution Measurement
In this section we will describe our method of fraudtolerant user contribution measurement.

4.1 Common features
Here we use the features listed in Chai's paper [5], which
are shown in table 2. Using these features, we can only
measure user contribution without the consideration of
frauds in the contributions.

4.2 Fraud-tolerant parameter
Now we introduce fraud-tolerant capability into our user
contribution measurement method, and some parameters
are introduced. As is shown in table 3, in which the
denotation of each fraud is the same to that in section 3.

1.5
2
1.5

Threshold of post's minimum length (P1): The
parameter is used to resolve the "short length" problem of
junk posts. It is not used when a user do a post, but used
when calculated a user's contribution, that is, subtracting
the counts of posts whose length is shorter than this
threshold from the total posts by the user.
Threshold of post's minimum interval (P2): This is
according to "shot interval" feature of junk and
advertisement posts. A post is considered as junk or
advertisement posts and is omitted when its post time and
the former post's time by the same user is too close to the
threshold.
Threshold of post's minimum views in its first X hours
(P3): This is used to check posts with "few views" to
discriminate junk posts or advertisement posts.
Threshold of post's minimum replies per Y views (P4):
This is used to discriminate junk posts or advertisement
posts with "few replies", based on we considered that
normal topics may be replied at least once every Y views.
Threshold of post's minimum average rate value after
Z rates (P5): This is according to the "low rated" feature
of junk posts or advertisement posts. Here we considered
that first Z rates can't represent the real average rates for
the small samples count.
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Table 3: Fraud-Tolerant Parameters
Code

Fraud-Tolerant Parameter

Frauds
type
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4.3 Fraud-tolerant user contribution measurement
Fraud feature

P1

Minimum length of post

T1

Short length

P2

Minimum interval of post

T1, T2

Short interval

P3

Minimum views of post in the
first X hours

T1, T2

Few views

P4

Minimum replies of post per Y
views

T1, T2

Few replies

P5

Minimum average rate value of
post after Z rates

T1, T2

Low rated

P6

Maximum proportion of filtermatched replies

T1, T2

Judging
replies

P7

Maximum users be sent messages
by a user continually without
responses

T3

P8

Maximum messages sent by a
user per minute

T3

Short interval

P9

Maximum message sent by a
user with same contents

T3

The same
contents

P10

Maximum replies per user

T4

P11

Minimum proportion of a rate
value

T5

Sent to many
users

In Chai's paper [4], the user contribution score (UCS) is
calculated by summing up all features with different
weight, as is shown in equation 1, in which u means a user,
m means the count of features, fiu means the ith feature
value of user u, wi means weight of the ith feature.
m

UCSu   Wi fiu

(1)

i 1

According the fraud-tolerant parameters, we describe the
fraud-tolerant user contribution score (FUCS) as equation
2, in which f'iu means the result of fiu subtracts count of
posts or messages that were consider as frauds using
corresponding threshold of fraud-tolerant parameters in
table 2.
m

Many replies
from a few
users
Few rates
deviate from
dominate rates

Threshold of post's maximum proportion of filtermatched replies (P6): When too many replies contain
specified words such as "junk", "useless", "advertisement",
this post is considered as a junk or advertisement post and
should not be counted in.
Threshold of maximum users be sent messages by a
user continually without responses (P7): This is used to
discriminate advertisement messages on the basis of "sent
to many users" feature. When a user sends too many
messages continually without any response, the user is
considered as sending advertisement.
Threshold of maximum messages sent by a user per
second (P8): This is used to discriminate advertisement
messages on the basis of "short interval" feature.
Threshold of maximum message sent by a user with
same contents (P9): This is used for the "the same
contents" feature of advertisement messages.
Threshold of post's maximum replies per user (P10):
This is used to distinguish dummy replies.
Threshold of post's minimum proportion of a rate
value (P11): This is used to find dummy rates, which is on
the basis of that the proper rate of post should not be given
by only a very small proportion of replies.

FUCSu   Wi f 'iu

(2)

i 1

5. Experimental Evaluation
We examined the contributions of 200 random users in an
online forum in one month. In this forum, contributive
users are rewarded with virtual coins. Coins can be used to
ask for help in the forum, and users are granted different
titles representing different levels according to the count
of coins. So some users would like to post more topics or
give meaningless replies to gain more coins.
Using the features and weights in table 2, we computed
the UCSs of these users according to formula (1). Then
according to the fraud-tolerant parameters in table 3 and
values of each parameter in table 4, the FUCSs were
computed using formula (2). Results are shown in figure 1.
Table 4: Experimental Values of Fraud-Tolerant Parameters

Parameters code

Values

P1

50 chars

P2

60 seconds

P3

20 views (X=1 )

P4

1 replies (Y=10)

P5

C level (Z=10)

P6

40%

P7

20

P8

20

P9

5

P10

5

P11

5%
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parameters can discriminate frauds from real user
contribution. The result of this paper can be used in all
kinds of online forum to build fair and effective
contribution-reward mechanisms.
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